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Thanks for sharing all of your info. Im upgrading from an iMac Early 2009, running El Capitan 10.11.6
and my bread-n-butter is Illustrator and Photoshop CS6. My new iMac is the Retina 5K 27-inch 2020. I
knew I had to eventually cross over to the Adobe subscription, just wasnt sure how the apps get on
your computer or whether you can still access your CS6 files with the new CC apps. One idea I got

from your article is keeping my old computer going as-is for now, then just starting anew on the new
iMac with anything new I create going forward. Ill def look into that external storage issue article, as
all my back ups are on one 8TB SSD that Ive barely used 1TB of! LOL. Just now wondering if I should
get another external for the new iMac just to be safe But I imagine within 6 mos the old iMac will be
obsolete for me. Well see Premiere Pro CS5 adds new features, and compatibility with MacOS 10.15
Catalina may be improved in future updates. Premiere Pro has a large and active user base; it is the

most popular video editing and production software in the world. It is used on most of the world’s
television and film productions. If you know where to look, you can find some useful information

about working with Premiere Pro on your other Macs. For example, you can find useful information
about using Premiere Pro on macOS 10.14 Mojave at Creative Cow , and information about using
Premiere Pro on macOS 12 Monterey at UltimateMacVideos . If you have questions about using

Premiere Pro in Monterey, you may have more luck at the Adobe Forums . The last version of Adobe
Creative Suite, 5, included many updates for Premiere Pro. For example, you can now import APEX

project files (an industry-standard format for organizing video projects) into Premiere Pro so you can
start editing clips in the project, and edit Premiere clips directly in After Effects. Starting in Premiere
Pro 5.4 you can also import and edit InDesign documents into your project (text and graphics) so you

can modify or create content in After Effects or Photoshop before exporting to Premiere.
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Pro, Apple was still shipping
CS3 on all of the older

Macs. Theres not a single
Mac computer still in use in

the world today that
shipped with a version of
macOS older than 10.10,
and every version of the
latest version of macOS
since 10.10 has shipped

with a version of Premiere
Pro and Final Cut Pro. The

majority of project files
created in Premiere Pro are

40-bit, but Premiere Pro
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supports 64-bit project files
and native project

interoperability with Final
Cut Pro 7, Final Cut

Express, Avid, and Media
Composer. The majority of

project files created in
Premier Pro are 40-bit, but

Premiere Pro supports
64-bit project files and

native project
interoperability with Final

Cut Pro 7, Final Cut
Express, Avid, and Media
Composer. These native
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project files use the same
project formats and project
structure that are used in

the other NLEs, and import
fine into Premiere Pro. The

majority of media files
created in Premiere Pro are

40-bit, but Premiere Pro
supports 64-bit media files

and native media
interoperability with Final

Cut Pro 7, Final Cut
Express, Avid, and Media
Composer. These native
media files use the same
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media formats and media
structure that are used in

the other NLEs. Adobe
Premiere Pro CS5.5

software lets you edit faster
with true native format

support. Get breakthrough
performance on

workstations and laptops;
streamline collaboration;

and boost productivity with
an efficient, robust, cross-
platform editing workflow.
More specifically, Adobe

Premiere Pro CS5.5
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software lets you edit faster
with true native format

support. Get breakthrough
performance on

workstations and laptops;
streamline collaboration;

and boost productivity with
an efficient, robust, cross-
platform editing workflow.
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